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Background
• Asset Name is I65-068-07910
• I-65 over SR 46 in Columbus, IN
• Steel basket-handle arch bridge
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• Part of the modern architecture of
Columbus
• Cable-stayed bridge (SR 46 over
Flatrock River)

• Unique design features

• Built in 1996
• No rehabilitations
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• Basket-handle are typically for 500ft + spans
• True double arch

292’-0” Out to Out Bridge Floor

• No tying members

• No stringers
• No bracing elements between floorbeams
• Deck is CIP PT system
• PT deck braces the floorbeams
• Barrier is also PT

• Floorbeams:
• 11 transverse beams (9 hung, 2 on pedestals)
• 2 PT deck beams, “hung” from the PT deck/barrier
We Make a Difference
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• 11 transverse beams (9 hung, 2 on pedestals)
• 2 PT deck beams, “hung” from the PT deck/barrier
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Load Rating Approach
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• Followed AASHTO MBE, 3rd Ed. 2018 and INDOT Bridge Inspection Manual
Part 3 Load Rating
• Complex structure:
• Geometry is not considered in typical rating software (BrR) or design software
• Need to consider construction staging, including creep, shrinkage, and posttensioning loss.
• Load demands in the arch are very sensitive to the stiffness of the boundary
conditions and deck system.

• Demands need to be calculated by FEA software: Midas Civil
• Capacities calculated per AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specs, 8th Ed. 2017
• Unless otherwise noted
We Make a Difference
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Midas Civil Modeling Approach
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• Demands are calculated from two linear elastic analyses:
• One for permanent load effects that includes construction staging
• One for live load effects based on moving load analysis

• Beam elements were used to model the arch ribs, deck beams,
floorbeams. Hangers were modeled with truss elements.
• Deck and barriers were modeled with beam elements in the permanent
loads model. For the live load model plate (shell) elements were used.
• Spring support system modeling the arch rib to foundation connection.
• Elastic links used to transfer forces from deck elements to deck beams and
floorbeams.
We Make a Difference
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• Objectives:
• Dead load
• Application of self-weight of sections modeled
• Application of additional non-structural dead load

• Shrinkage and creep
• Inclusion of time dependent material properties per CEB-FIP (2010)

• Post-tension loads
• Deck PT only longitudinal PT was applied
• Transverse deck PT not modeled, manually considered in transverse beam calcs

• PT deck beams and floorbeams was applied
• Midas Civil only allows application of PT loads to beam elements

• Capture force distribution due to construction sequence
• Staging analysis consisting of 15 steps
We Make a Difference
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Live Load Model
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• Objective:
• Live load demands
• Application of 30 moving load cases:
• Design loads (HS20, H20, AML)
• MBE vehicles (Type 3, Type 3S2, Type 3-3, Lane-Type, NRL, SU4, SU5, SU6, SU7)
• INDOT special permit vehicles (SL-11, SL-13, S-14, SL-19(305k), SL-19(480k))

• Use of longitudinal beam elements is not adequate for live load
• Beam elements can capture longitudinal (axial and flexural) demands adequately
• Transverse load effects in permanent load model are minimal

• Beam elements cannot capture transverse demands adequately
• Transverse stiffness of the deck is underestimated → vehicular loads are less distributed
• Results in higher (unreasonable) live load demands

• Plate (shell) elements were used for live load effects
We Make a Difference
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Boundary Conditions
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• Arch load demands are very
sensitive to the conditions at the
base.
• Base of arch rib is fixed to the
foundation
• Assuming perfectly rigid (fixed
translations and rotations) results in
very high in-plane bending moment
demands
• Stiffness based on bolt elongation
We Make a Difference
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Boundary Conditions
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• Iterative calculation:
1. Assume an initial rotation based on
max. bolt elongation of 1/8”
2. Calculate corresponding moment
and calculate stiffness
3. Obtain moment and rotation
calculated in model for applied
stiffness
4. Calculate new moment for rotation
from model and calculate stiffness
5. Repeat 3 and 4 until convergence
• Final stiffness corresponded with 1/16”
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Buckling Analysis for Arch Rib
• Effective unbrace length (KL) for
arches is not intuitive:
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• Design equation use KL based on
Euler’s column formula:
• Straight member
• Uniform sectional properties
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• Multiple vehicle configuration
• Cannot assume a “universal” load
distribution
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Buckling Analysis for Arch Rib
• KL for arch rib buckling calcs
requires buckling analysis:
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• Identify modes and critical elements
• Calculate live load positions:
• Max. comp. for the critical elements:
• Design vehicle: HS-20
• Largest demands: SL-19(480k)

• Calculate buckling loads:
• Factored load combinations
• Include live load

• Calculate KL term from Euler equation
• Largest values of KL used in capacity calcs
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Rated Structural Elements
• Primary load carrying members were load rated:
• Arch Ribs
• Hangers
• Floorbeams (transverse beams)

• All PT concrete members were load rated:
• Deck beam
• End beam
• Deck slab
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Arch Rib Rating Calcs
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• Rated for combination of axial and
flexural (in-plane and out-plane)
• Initially used AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications, 8th Ed.
(2018):
• Rating results were low, conservative
approach for flexural capacity

• Flexural capacity portion calculated
per 9th Ed. (2020)
• Section 6.12.2.2.2 – Rectangular BoxSection Members
We Make a Difference
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Arch Rib Rating Calcs
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• 8th Ed. LRFD BDS limited flexural
capacity to elastic range
• -Mn-= Fy---------S [] (6.12.2.2.2-1)
• S is elastic section modulus
• [] accounts for member buckling

• 9th Ed. LRFD BDS does NOT limit to
elastic range

(6.12.2.2.2-1)

• Myce = FycSxce (6.12.2.2.2)
• Rf, Rb, Rpc account for flg.
slenderness, web load-shedding and
web plastification
We Make a Difference
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Arch Rib Rating Calcs
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• 8th Ed. LRFD BDS limited flexural
capacity to elastic range or below
• Mn = FyS [] (6.12.2.2.2-1)

(6.12.2.2.2e-1)

• 9th Ed. LRFD BDS does NOT limit to
elastic range

•

Othe1wise:

M"

=c , R, [ RP'Rf M ,~ -

• Myce = FycSxce (6.12.2.2.2)

• Sxce includes longitudinal stiffeners

• Rf, Rb, Rpc account for flg.
slenderness, web load-shedding and
web plastification
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< RbRpcRf M yce

(6.12.2.2.2e-2)

• Rpc can be larger than 1.0
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Arch Rib Rating Calcs
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• Strength limits states checked:
• Compression:
• Flexural buckling (6.9.4, 8th Ed.)
• Local buckling (6.9.5, 8th Ed.)

• Flexure (6.12.2.2.2e, 9th Ed.):
• Lateral-torsional buckling
• Local buckling
• Yielding

Combined into a single calc

• Combined flexure and compression (6.9.2.2, 8th Ed.)

• Arch rib is controlled by in-plane bending at the base
• HS-20 INV: 0.92 | HS-20 OPR: 1.20 | NRL: 1.00 | SL-19(480k): 0.85
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Hanger Rating Calcs
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• Rated for axial tension only
• FHWA-NHI-11-023 (2012):
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• Design Guidelines for Arch and CableSupported Bridges
• ф = 0.65 (cable resistance)
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• Controlled by midspan hangers:
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Floorbeam Rating Calcs
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• Rated for in-plane bending, shear
and torsion
• Effect of PT forces included
• No need for comb. axial and flexural
• No axial DC, DW, CR, SH, LL

..
-'~

• Out-of-plane bending is low and was
neglected

• Non-composite, short-term comp.,
and long-term comp. accounted in
strain compatibility calcs.
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Floorbeam Rating Calcs
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• Strength limit states checked:
•
•
•
•

Flexure by strain compatibility
Steel flexure (6.11.7 and 6.11.8)
Steel shear (6.10.9)
Torsion check (6.11.1.1)

..
-'~

• Service limit states checked:
• Concrete stresses (5.9.2.3.2)
• Steel stresses (6.10.1.9 and 6.10.4.2.2)

• Shear in TB11 controls:
• HS-20 INV: 1.30 | HS-20 OPR: 1.69
• NRL: 1.35 | SL-14: 1.40
We Make a Difference
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Deck Beam and End Beam Rating Calcs
• Rated for in-plane bending, shear:
• Effect of PT forces included
• No need for comb. axial and flexural

INTERNATIONAL

• Flexure in North Deck Beam
controls:
• HS-20 INV: 0.94 | HS-20 OPR: 1.22
• NRL: 0.95 | SL-14: 0.99

• No axial DC, DW, CR, SH; low axial LL

• Low torsion and out-plane bending

• Strength limit states checked:
• Flexure (5.6.3)
• Shear (5.7.3)

• Service limit sates checked:
• Concrete stresses (5.9.2.3.2)
• Tendon stresses (5.9.2.2)
We Make a Difference
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Longitudinal Deck Rating Calcs
• Rated for in-plane bending:
• Effect of PT forces included
• No need for comb. axial and flexural

INTERNATIONAL

• Positive Flexure Between End Beam
and Deck Beam, South, controls:
• HS-20 INV: 1.01 | HS-20 OPR: 1.31
• NRL: 1.00 | SL-14: 0.97

• Low axial DC, DW, CR, SH, LL

• Negligible shear, torsion, out-of-plane
bending

• Strength limit states checked:
• Flexure (5.6.3)

• Service limit sates checked:
• Concrete stresses (5.9.2.3.2)
• Tendon stresses (5.9.2.2)
We Make a Difference
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Rating Results Summary
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• Ratings are controlled by different members depending on vehicle
• Expected in complex structures
Vehicle
H-20
HS-20
Alt. Military
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INV. R.F. Element
0.87
Hanger
0.87
0.84
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Hanger
Deck

Rating Results Summary
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Vehicle
EV2
EV3

LEG. R.F.
1.14
1.04

Element
Deck Beam
Deck Beam

Vehicle
SU4
Type 3S2

LEG. R.F.
1.19
1.17

Element
Deck
Arch

NRL
H20
Alt. Mil.

0.95
1.27
1.01

Deck Beam
Deck
Deck

SU5
Type 3-3
Lane Type

1.10
1.10
1.19

Deck
Arch
Arch

HS20
Type 3

1.12
1.47

Arch
Deck

SU6
SU7

1.02
1.00

Deck
Deck Beam
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Rating Results Summary
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• Low hanger ratings attributed to resistance factor used in rating calcs
• Guidance from NHI is 0.65, PTI suggests a factor between 0.65 and 0.75

• Low deck and deck beam ratings attributed to differences between original
design assumptions and the behavior modeled in Midas
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Vehicle
SL-11

S.P. R.F.
1.06

Element
Hanger

SL-13
SL-14

1.06
0.88

Hanger
Hanger

SL-19 (305k)
SL-19 (480k)

1.01
0.80

Hanger
Hanger
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Challenges
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• Interpret the intent of the designer and evaluate if it is correct
• What was the behavior assumed for the deck beam?
• How much flexibility was estimated at the base of the arch rib?

• React to results that do not reflect current bridge condition
• Originally the rating results for the arch rib were very low
• Seek more accurate capacity calculations
• Important to “stay in the loop” with specifications, software releases, etc.

• Understand and overcome limitations of the analysis tool
• Midas Civil cannot apply PT effects to shell elements
• Transverse stiffness of the deck is paramount for live load distribution
• A two-model approach was taken, other approaches were evaluated
We Make a Difference
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Benefits
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• Advanced structural analysis is costly: time, resources, expertise
• Why is it needed if the bridge is operating without visible damage?

1. Compliance with FHWA policy
2. Ability to provide safe passage to vehicles outside of typical design loads
3. Informs INDOT about criticality of the structure
• Allows to prioritize not only based on age and traffic, but also in terms of capacity

4. Provides tool for evaluation when critical findings occur
• Very important in critical infrastructure
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